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Week Session 1 Session 2 

1: SMSC 

 To become reflective 

 To develop curiosity in 
their learning and as 
thoughtful, responsible 
individuals 

 Take part in social skill 
activities 

 To develop awareness 
of others 

 To develop and apply 
understanding of morals 

To create class rules 
 
Discuss why it is important to have class rules 
 
In groups discuss 5 rules for the class 
Whole class choose 5 overall rules 
Choose a rule and create poster with a sentence for display 
 
 
Thankfulness 
Circle time – what does thankfulness mean to you? What are you thankful 
for? 
 
Write answers on post it notes to add to thankful tree. 
 
 
Changes in own lifetime 
Shields – What has changed in your life since July?  (SMSC books) 
Take first class photo for timeline! 

Create a superhero city picture using mixed media  
 
 
Chn to use water colours to create superhero landscape. 
 
Discuss and model brushstroke and use of colour. Which colours 
would be good to mix for a sunset? Which colours could we use 
for a night sky?  
 
Create landscape  
 

2: Art 
- Use experiences and ideas 
as the inspiration for 
artwork 
- Share ideas using drawing, 
painting and sculpture 
- Explore a variety of 
techniques 
- Learn about the work of a 
range of artists, artisans 
and designers. 
 

Create a superhero city picture using mixed media  
 
Layer newspaper on top of landscape and model how to cut out shapes to 
design a city landscape. Stick final city picture on original background.  
 
Look carefully at words chosen on newspaper and highlight in yellow 
words that may represent superheroes to represent light in windows.  
 

To learn about the work of a range of artists – Andy Warhol 
 
Begin with the PowerPoint ‘Pop Art Warhol ‘ in which many of 
the famous Andy Warhol pictures are displayed. Explore the 
ideas behind his paintings – What do you notice about the 
colour? What do you notice about repetition?  
For more images http://www.fotoview.nl/ 
 
Activity: 
Children to create their own Pop Art by creating a small pencil 
drawing in a square. This can be of any idea that they wish. Once 
chn have created the initial first sketch, copy using tracing paper 
another three times. Place the four images next to each other 
(like in the Pop Art style) and colour. 
 

3: Art 
- Use experiences and ideas 
as the inspiration for 
artwork 
- Share ideas using drawing, 
painting and sculpture 
- Explore a variety of 

To create a Pop Art Picture in the style of Andy Warhol 
 
Recap of Andy Warhol & popart using POP or NOT powerpoint 
 
Activity:  To create a 4 image Pop Art Style picture of superhero emblem. 
 
Colours – choose 4 different colours, 1 for each background. Then decide 

Use Beebots to learn directions and support programming 
 
Follow me activity: drawing an alien. 
 
Discuss how to use the beebots 
What does algorithm mean? 
How do we program the beebots? 

../../../../Resources/Art/Pop%20art/Pop%20Art%20Andy%20Warhol%20-%20Session%201.ppt
http://www.fotoview.nl/
../../../../Resources/Art/Pop%20art/POP%20or%20NOT.pptx
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techniques 
- Learn about the work of a 
range of artists, artisans 
and designers. 
Computing: 
- Understand what 
algorithms are, how they 
are implemented as 
programs on digital devices, 
and that programs execute 
by following a sequence of 
instructions. 
• Write and test simple 
programs. 
• Use logical reasoning to 
predict the behaviour of 
simple programs: 

which colour to use on which emblem, has to be different from 
background. 

 
Use directional cards to plan a route for the beebots to reach the 
destination on the map. 
Program beebot – trial and error. Work with program. 
 
Can ch  create their own direction cards for the iPad beebot 
program? 
 

4: Art 
- Use experiences and ideas 
as the inspiration for 
artwork 
- Share ideas using drawing, 
painting and sculpture 
- Explore a variety of 
techniques 
- Learn about the work of a 
range of artists, artisans 
and designers. 
 

To explore how to use the camera in the style of Slinkachus street art.   
 
Explain what street art is, and that we will be focusing on a particular street artist called Slinkachu.  
 
Share information about Slinkachu & his work:  
explaining who he is, how he produces his art and what medium he uses (i.e. small figurines, everyday objects such as money) 
 
Have the children seen any other pieces like this? 
Show Christmas tree storm trooper story. 
 
Explain to children that they need to create a scene that shows two different things e.g. from far away and up close.   
 
Discuss what the lego characters could be doing 
What materials do we need? 
Show examples from previous year.] 
 
Children to select a lego character and material (bottle top, string, mats, etc) that they need to create a specific scene with. 
 
Set up scene then children to take close up and far away photos. 
 
Photos to be stuck into books and children to evaluate 

5 
Science:  
suitability of a variety of 
everyday material, incl 

Materials investigation  - cloak/cape permeability 
 
Compare and group together a variety  of everyday materials on the basis 
of simple properties 

Materials investigation  - cloak/cape permeability 
 
Recap investigation 
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wood, metal, plastic, glass, 
brick, rock, paper & 
cardboard for particular 
uses: 
 

 
Emphasising discussion! 
 
Explain that a superhero would like a newcloak/cape but he does not 
know what to make it from.  
 
Play a game to help chn identify the properties of materials! Tell chn that 
we will look at the property of a material to identify it and then we will be 
able to investigate ourselves what his/her cloak/cape should be made 
from! 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks1/science/properties_of_materials/play/ 
 
Identify the properties needed. 
 
Look at a range of everyday materials and discuss what they are and their 
properties, would they be suitable? 
 
Investigate the materials to see which is the most suitable. 

Recap – what statements do you think we will cover in this 
investigation? 
 
Make predictions. 
 
Carry out investigation and record findings creating a table in 
books 
 
Write one observation and why it happened 
 
Recap what statements did we cover? 

6: Geog 
Human and Physical  

 To use basic 
geographical vocab 

Place knowledge 

 understand 
geographical similarities 
and differences through 
studying the human and 
physical geography of a 
small area of the United 
Kingdom, and of a small 
area in a contrasting 
non-European country 

Skills & fieldwork 

use aerial photographs and 
plan perspectives to 
recognise landmarks and 
basic human & physical 
features; devise a simple 
map; and use and construct 
basic symbols in a key 

Similarities and Differences between Churchdown and Beijing, China  
 
Explain that we are going to be creating our very own superhero town and 
to help us we are going to find out about 2 very different places. 
 
Use GoogleEarth to find Churchdown & Beijing 
Discuss if they are on the same side of the world. 
Look at map versions of countries on IWB and locate towns Churchdown 
& Beijing 
Discuss which looks bigger 
 
Look at fact sheets for both locations, discuss where to gather information 
from. 
 
Activity – fact finding (iPads, Laptops, Atlases) 
 
Discuss similarities and differences between them based on findings 
 

Choose features for superhero town – using fact file from 
Churchdown and Beijing 
 
Recap what similarities and differences did we found. 
Model task one – creating facts for their new superhero town. 
Discuss what things may we want to have in our town? What 
would make it better? Separate human and physical features chn 
identify as important for the towns on large different coloured 
sheets to address in next session.  
 
 
Actvity 1: complete fact sheet (same as previous session) for new 
town 
 
 

7 Geog Identify the key aspects of Human & physical features Create own town map – use a key to identify different features 
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Human and physical  
- use basic geographical 
vocabulary to refer to:  

 key physical 
features, including: 
beach, cliff, coast, 
forest, hill, 
mountain, sea, 
ocean, river, soil, 
valley, vegetation, 
season and 
weather;  

 key human 
features, including: 
city, town, village, 
factory, farm, 
house, office, port, 
harbour and shop. 

 
Elicitation – what is the difference between a human feature and a 
physical feature. 
 
How are they different? 
 
What makes a human feature human and what makes a physical feature 
physical? 
 
Key Words: soil, mountain, sea, ocean, river, beach, river, cliff, forest, 
wood, hill, stream (physical) and city, town, village, factory, shop, church, 
school, car park, road, office (human). 
 
Activity: Ask the children to write the two headings, Human 
Features/Physical Features, and then draw and label features they know 
of under each heading. 
 
Look at Katie Morag IWB Slides, look at the map of the Island and identify 
the key physical and human features 
 
Use google maps to show difference between street view and aerial view. 
 
Discuss vocabulary for features; 
Beach, cliff, coast, forest, hill, mountain, sea, ocean, river, village, town, 
factory, farm, house, office, port, harbor, shop, railway, road, airport 
Showing a picture of what each feature looks like from an aerial view and 
street view on IWB 
 
 
Give children an aerial photograph of the local area – identify features 
using a key for human and physical. 

 
Recap features – have a selection of aerial photos (and Espresso) 
on IWB, what are these features? 
 
Look at Katie Morag IWB Slides, look at the map of the Island and 
recap identifying the key physical and human features 
 
Discuss what each child would have on their map – use the 
worksheet template to plan town. 
 
Draw and label town landmarks 
 
Ext: identify features using a key for human and physical 

8 Science:  
- materials can be changed 
by squashing, bending, 
twisting & stretching: 
 

Mister Fantastic – create a suit that will allow him to twist, stretch and 
bend. 
 
To design appealing products and perform practical tasks to create my 
suit. 
 
Explain that we will be making suits for Mr. Fantastic. 
 
Discuss what may inspire our design decisions and record on the 
interactive wide board.  Show children pictures and allow them time to 
discuss with talk partners what they like/dislike in their design.   

To select from and use a wide range of materials to make my 
design purposeful 
 
Children to use relevant steps using a variety of practical skills to 
complete their suit. 
 
Evaluate practicality of suit for the purpose of Mr. Fantastic.  Did 
the materials chose allow the suit to be fit for purpose? Discuss a 
method of testing suitability?  Peer assess? 
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Show children various materials available and discuss properties, i.e. if 
needs to bend/twist etc. stretchy material will be a necessity! 
 
Children should record design in their books explaining which materials 
they have chosen and why. 

9 
History Week 
- Key events in the past that 
are significant nationally 
and globally, particularly 
those that coincide with 
festivals or other events 
that are commemorated 
throughout the year: WWI 
 

Child led activities  - TBC 
Ideas: 
Make whole school Poppy display – Discuss: why are poppies used/important? 
Geog: Who / Why / When / Where it all happened? 

10 
Computing: 
- Organise, store, 
manipulate and retrieve 
data in a range of digital 
formats 
 
Art: 
- Learn about the work of a 
range of artists, artisans 
and designers. 
- Use experiences and ideas 
as the inspiration for 
artwork 
- Share ideas using drawing, 
painting and sculpture 
- Explore a variety of 
techniques 

Create popart pictures for calendar  
 
take photos for popart calendar  Christmas popart calendar on laptops 
 
Model how to access a website to save a photo onto the iPad gallery and 
using the laptop.  
Choose photo/picture and save to device. 
Access https://popartstudio.nl/  
Choose which pop art to create. 
Retrieve and upload photo and adjust using the different options. 

To create a picture using the Benday Dot Technique 
 
 
Look on slides at other forms of Pop Art (related to Superheroes) 
 
Discuss how this work is different from Andy Warhol. 
Benday Dot Technique   
 
benday technique 
 
Activity: 
Create superhero logo using benday technique – earbuds for the 
dots. 
 

11: D&T 
Design purposeful, 
functional, appealing 
products for themselves 
and other users based on 
design criteria  
• Select from and use a 

D&T Week 
- sewing 
- Superhero snow globe 
- sliding superhero card 
- cupcake & Christmas superhero topper 

http://www.awdsgn.com/classes/fall09/webI/student/trad_mw/burgan/final_project/pages/technique.html
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range of tools and 
equipment to perform 
practical tasks such as 
cutting, shaping, joining and 
finishing. 
• Select from and use a 
wider range of materials 
and components, including 
construction materials, 
textiles and ingredients, 
according to their 
characteristics 
- Use the basic principles of 
a healthy and varied diet to 
prepare dishes 
•Understand where food 
comes from 

12 RE 
Why does Christmas matter 
to Christians? 
What do Christians believe 
God is like? 

Why does Christmas matter to Christians? 
 
Elicitation: 
What does Christmas mean to you? 
Record in SMSC books 
What makes it different from other times of the year? 
What does the word Christmas actually mean? Remind ch that some 
people go to church on Christmas day to think about Jesus’ birth.  
Explore with ch the removal of the word Christ on Christmas cards.  
Note: mass originally meant festival  
Christmas is the season during which Christians everywhere give thanks to 
God the Father for the birth of His Son, Jesus Christ.  This joyous cycle 
begins on December 25.  
How they spend their family Christmas 
 
Different Christians celebrate it in different ways, one of which is 
Christingle. 
Note: The use of a Christingle (Christ-light) originated in northern 
Germany. Many British churches now hold a Christingle service in which 
ch are given a Christingle, often in exchange for money or a gift to be 
given to the needy. 
 
Show ch a picture lighted Christingle.  
Point out it’s features explaining what they mean: 

 The orange - the world; 

What do Christians believe God is like? 
 
Elicitation:  
What do you think God is like? 
Record in SMSC books. 
 
Watch prodigal son 
 
Hot seating: Whole class – Dad, 3 sons 
Asking questions about forgiveness. Discuss how the dad 
represents God. 
 
Has your opinion of God changed? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJgROx4wFKM&safe=true
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 The red ribbon round the orange - the blood which Jesus shed at 
his death; 

 The four cocktail sticks - the four corners of the world, or the four 
seasons; 

 The fruit on the cocktail sticks - the fruits of the earth. 
topmarks chritingle 
Activity 1: Christians believe that Jesus brings light into the world. What 
do you think they mean by this?  
Activity 2: Complete ideas about symbols used in Festival of Saint Lucia - 
Sweden) 

13 Computing: 
- Understand what 
algorithms are, how they 
are implemented as 
programs on digital devices, 
and that programs execute 
by following a sequence of 
instructions. 
• Write and test simple 
programs. 
• Use logical reasoning to 
predict the behaviour of 
simple programs 

PANTO! To create a 3D maze 
 
Ask ch to help walk through the logging on of Purplemash. 
(previously set 3D maze as a to-do task) 
 
Model the leveled game: ch to create different stages of the 
game. 
 
Describe / model: how to write instructions, add rewards / 
enemies, life counter, how to change pictures of the characters 
etc, change the background. 
 

14 EYS Dress Rehearsal KS1 Production Rehearsals 

15 KS1 Production Rehearsals KS1 Production Rehearsals 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/christmas/Christingle.aspx

